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CD NAVIGATION EUROPE NAVTEQ LANCIA THESIS romania -. We will write a custom essay sample on the topic Cd Navigation Europe Navteq Lancia Thesis specifically for you for only $13.90/page.Q: Mongodb - How do I query first and last name? I'm
trying to query the MongoDB for data that's in this format { "_id": "test", "firstname": "test", "lastname": "test", } Basically I need to retrieve the firstname and the lastname separated. I've tried this query : db.collection("test").find({}) but it only returns
{"_id": "test", "firstname": "test", "lastname": "test"} How can I retrieve both firstname and lastname separated? A: You need to use the aggregation framework. db.collection.aggregate([ { "$project": { "firstname": 1, "lastname": 1 }} ]) A: You can use
the $project operator to "merge" the two fields into two fields. db.collection.aggregate([ { "$project": { "firstname": "$firstname", "lastname": "$lastname" } } ]) This will return an array of objects in the format [ { "_id": "test", "firstname": "test",
"lastname": "test" }, { "_id": "test", "firstname": "test", "lastname": "test" } ] Spanish Civil War casualty indexes: historical background and war casualties until 1940. During the Spanish Civil War (1936-1939), the international figure for Spanish war
dead and missing was calculated according to various indexes. In the index for the first year of the war, the Spanish State figure is that calculated from the Government's reports of dead and missing of its Air Force, Merchant Navy, Military Security
Service and Medical Corps. In 1935, the Republican government reported about 17,000 dead and missing (which may be considered as a minimum for the first year
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Navigation CD Saab Sat Nav CD. Navigation CD For Eurotia 2012.Latest News Space Feature Article: First discovery shows the history of Earth’s crust Symphony researchers are using a facility called the Palaeoprobe on the Solid Earth Research Facility
to study the history of Earth’s crust and mantle and how they move within the planet The Palaeoprobe at the Solid Earth Research Facility. Geologists can reveal the history of our planet by studying the Earth’s crust and mantle by measuring how the
rocks move in response to tectonic forces. Using the stratigraphy of rocks that has been cut by the erosion of the Earth’s surface and by the action of plate tectonic forces they can also determine the patterns of up and down movements of the crust,

determine the rates of plate movement and its directions and make predictions about where future earthquakes are likely to strike. Solid Earth Research Facility Geologists use many different techniques to determine the dynamics of the crust. The most
common of which is to use the depth to which the volcanoes emit magma. The depth of that magma can be used to determine the density of the crust which d0c515b9f4
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